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Name of Agreement Holder:
Sea Kayak Association of BC
Sites or Trails under Management:
Sea to Sky Marine Trail –
• Ramillies Channel
• Bain Creek
• Thornbrough Channel
• Islet View
• Zorro Bay
• Tantalus Landing
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1.

Management of Operations
a) Maintenance & Projects
The six Sea to Sky Marine Trail sites in Howe Sound are Recreation Sites
established by the British Columbia Marine Trails Network Association
(BCMTNA), Trans Canada Trail and RSTBC in 2015. In the spring of 2017
the Sea Kayak Association of British Columbia (SKABC), a Vancouver based
sea kayak club, entered into a partnership agreement with RSTBC to look
after maintenance of the six sites.
In 2020 the following maintenance and projects were performed:
1. Bain Creek Toilet – A new concept was developed for a two-chamber
composting toilet using recycling bins as the chambers. Materials were
delivered to the site October 9, 2019 by a landing craft from Sunshine
Coast Water Taxi. The toilet was built by volunteer labour over the fall
and winter. The toilet was completed and commissioned April 9. The
performance of this prototype will be evaluated over time for possible use
at other Marine Trail sites.

Bain Creek toilet
2. 4 Howe Sound Toilets – It was decided to proceed with contractor-built
toilets at all four remaining sites, based on an adaptation of the twochamber composting toilets used on the Sunshine Coast Trail (based in
turn on composting toilets on the Appalachian Trail). Drawings were
prepared by Steve Best and contracts were let with Thimbleberry
Contracting. Trans Canada Trail provided $18,000 in grants, BC Marine
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Trails provided some donations, and the remainder came from SKABC’s
Legacy Funds.
o The first toilet was completed at Tantalus Landing in early June.
At the same time, a large, dangerous granite flake was scaled from
a cliff above the boat run by a rock climber/scaler; a hazard tree
was felled; a new camping area (“The Penthouse”) opened up
above the existing clearing; and rock steps were built to access the
new area.
o The second toilet was competed at Islet View at the end of June.
The contractor also used his chainsaw skills to push a trail through
to a new camping area on a plateau at the west end of the site. A
follow-up volunteer work party kayaked to the site, built rock steps
on the new trails and leveled two tent pads in the new camping
area.
o The third toilet and access trail were completed at Ramillies
Channel at the end of September.
o The fourth toilet and access trail were completed at Thornbrough
Channel, the most challenging site, at the beginning of October.

Ramillies Channel Toilet
3. Thornbrough Channel Tent Platform – Volunteers camped out and
built the frame for a tent platform on the high rock bluffs over two days in
August, using materials previously delivered to the site in October of
2019. A follow-up volunteer work party completed and stained the
platform at the beginning of September.

Thornbrough Channel Tent Platform
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4. Thornbrough Channel Bridges – Thimbleberry Contracting returned to
Thornbrough Channel October 21st to build bridges across two channels of
the creek.

Thornbrough Channel Bridge
5. Video/Presentations – An updated video on the work that SKABC has
done on the Howe Sound sites since entering into our partnership
agreement with RSTBC was presented at the SKABC Annual General
Meeting November 2, 2020. The video is posted online on the SKABC
and BC Marine Trails websites.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BpE91O4mRVQ
b) Volunteers
4 volunteers from SKABC visited the sites for the maintenance and projects
noted above. A total of 32 volunteer-days of work were performed. Volunteer
work parties were purposely limited due to COVID-19 concerns.
c) Incidents and Actions
1) All six site are boat access only and are not patrolled on a regular
basis.
2) In response to an emailed complaint, a phone conversation was held in
August with a cabin owner near Zorro Bay. The cabin owner noted
that campers exceeded capacity on weekends, with people camping
outside of the recreation site, and that campers arriving by powerboat
and jet ski were partying and playing loud music late into the night.
Following the phone call, SKABC had “Boundary” and “Quiet Hours”
signs printed and posted them on site.
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3) No other incidents or actions were reported.
d) Management Concerns
Following are the most significant current management concerns:
1) See Item c) 2) above regarding partying and loud music at Zorro Bay.
“Boundary” and “Quiet Hours” signs have been posted on site. The
situation will be monitored and contact maintained with the
neighbouring cabin owner in the coming year to determine if the
problem continues.
2) As noted above, campers exceed capacity on weekends at Zorro Bay.
Tent platforms will be required to increase capacity.
3) The pier and adjacent building at Zorro Bay are continuing to
deteriorate. It poses a danger to anyone on it, plus the creosote pilings
pose a danger to the environment.
e) Enforcement Support
No enforcement support is currently required.
2.

Summary of Visitors and Revenue
a) Visitors
Visitor logbooks were installed at all six sites in 2018. The following visits
were recorded in 2020 based on onsite and online logbook entries:
a. Ramillies Channel – 47 day visitors. 125 overnight visitors. This is a
substantial increase from 2019, despite Porteau Cove being closed for
three months and despite no visits from summer camps.
b. Bain Creek – 20 day visitors. 54 overnight visitors. This is a substantial
decrease from 2019 due to no visits from summer camps.
c. Thornbrough – 49 day visitors. 48 overnight visitors. This is a substantial
decrease from 2019 due to no visits from summer camps.
d. Islet View – 61 day visitors. 131 overnight visitors. This is a substantial
increase from 2019, despite Porteau Cove being closed for three months
and despite no visits from summer camps.
e. Zorro Bay – 83 day visitors. 114 overnight visitors. This is a substantial
increase from 2019, despite Porteau Cove being closed for three months.
A neighbouring cabin owner noted that campers exceeded capacity on
weekends. This indicates that not all visits are being recorded in the visitor
logbooks.
f. Tantalus Landing – 158 day visitors. 81 overnight visitors. This is a
substantial increase from 2019.
Total for all sites: 418 day visitors, 553 overnight visitors. This is an
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increase from 349 day visitors in 2019 and a very slight decrease from 555
overnight visitors in 2019. This is despite Porteau Cove being closed for
three months and despite no visits from summer camps. It is known from
anecdotal evidence that some day and overnight visits were not entered in
the logbooks, so actual site usage is higher.
The closest sites, Ramillies Channel, Islet View, Zorro Bay and Tantalus
Landing, all saw a significant increase in visits over 2019. The most
remote sites, Thornbrough Channel and Bain Creek, which saw visits by
large parties from summer camps in previous years, saw a significant
decrease in visits.
While the majority of visits were by self-propelled watercraft (kayak,
canoe and stand-up paddleboard), there was use at all sites by powerboat.
At Ramillies Channel, one visitor arrived by sailboat.
b) Revenue
All six sites are boat access only and no fees are charged for use.
3.

Summary of Expenses
In 2020, expenses were incurred for the following maintenance and projects:
a) Completion of a volunteer-built composting toilet at Bain Creek.
1) Powerboat and materials.
Approximately $5000
b) New contractor-built composting toilets at four sites. These were funded by
donations through BC Marine Trails, grants from Trans Canada Trail, and the
balance coming from SKABC’s legacy funds. Approximately $52,000

4.

c) Thornbrough Channel tent platform
1) Powerboat and materials.

Approximately $1500

d) Thornbrough Channel bridges.
1) Powerboat and materials.

Approximately $2625

Year End Condition of Infrastructure
a) Generally, all sites are in good shape and show evidence of moderate use.
b) All sites now have composting toilets.
c) Food cache boxes, new in 2017, are in generally good shape, but are showing
rust at some spots on all of them.
d) Concrete block steps up from beach at Ramillies Channel have shifted and
require repair.
e) The canoe run at Tantalus Landing was never finished at the high tide line.
Rock removal/shifting required. Maintenance work on the canoe runs at Bain
Creek and Islet View may be required as well.
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f) One danger tree was left in place at Ramillies Channel in 2018 due to wildlife
values. This tree should be removed before or after nesting season. Several
danger trees were noted at Thornbrough Channel in the vicinity of the new
toilet and access trail and should be removed.
5.

Proposed Projects and Planning for the Coming Year
a) See Items c) through f) in Section 4 above.
b) Increasing capacity at any of the sites will require tent platforms. Additional
tent platforms will proceed as funds and manpower permit.
c) Trail work at various sites will proceed as funds and manpower permit.
d) Additional picnic tables at various sites will proceed as funds and manpower
permit.
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6.

Appendix 1 – Site Visitor Logbooks
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Site Visitor Logbook – Ramillies Channel
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Site Visitor Logbook – Bain Creek
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Site Visitor Logbook – Thornbrough Channel
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Site Visitor Logbook – Islet View
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Site Visitor Logbook – Zorro Bay
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Site Visitor Logbook – Tantalus Landing
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